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Game Sheet

Samurai Ken is packed with 20 paylines and follows the adventures of Ken,
a Samurai tiger, and his epic battles with an evil dragon.

Three scatter symbols (which are located 
on reels 1, 3 and 5) visible in the window at 
any Respin level trigger Free Spins - which 
starts a battle between Samurai Ken and 
the Dragon.

The game is played on a 5x3 reel layout 
and o�ers players some really realistic 
symbols to enjoy. Samurai Ken, a treasure 
chest and the evil dragon are the highest 
paying symbols on the reels.



Game Sheet

Free spins are triggered by 3 War Flag 
Scatter symbols appearing anywhere 
on reels 1, 3 and 5.

There is no �xed number of free spins, 
instead an ongoing battle between 
Samurai Tiger and the Dragon will 
determine when the free spins stop.

Game Features

Free Spins feature

The Wild symbol substitute for all other 
symbols except Scatter symbol.

The wild symbol is only present on the 
freespin reels. In case of ambiguity, 
only the highest possible win per 
payline is paid for combinations 
involving the wild symbol.

Wild Symbol

Win probabilities

Big Win (bet multiplier 8+) 
Super Win (bet multiplier 12+) 
Mega Win (bet multiplier 16+) 
Epic Win (bet multiplier 20+) 

RTP

Free Spins 31,09

Base game 65,26

Total: 96,35

General game attributes

Max win based on 1
billion rounds
simulation

x2700

Min bet € 0.20

Default bet

€ 0,20

Max bet € 200

Variance Medium/High

Layout 5x3

Betways 20

Channels Desktop,
Mobile

€ 0.20

Base game

Max win x750

Hit frequency in
Base game

1 in 3

Free Spins trigger
frequency

1 in 115

Free Spins

Max win x250

Hit frequency in
Free Spins

1 in 3

Free Spins retrigger
frequency

1 in 12
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